**Ackee**

Ackee creates an innovative mobile app and web solutions. Both startups and corporations bet on their know-how because they believe in their technological lead and high quality design. Their creative in-house team will take care of everything – from the initial analysis and design, through development to the follow-up care. Selected clients - VW WeShare, German Bundestag, Skoda Auto DigiLab.

[www.ackee.de](http://www.ackee.de)

**Futured**

They are the mobile business developers. They create only top mobile apps. Give them an idea, and they’ll turn it into a successful mobile business. Custom development, User interface, iPhone, Android, Backend... If there’s something they can’t stand working on, it’s stale, boring apps. And mobile phones are full of them. Your clients deserve much better, though.

[www.futured.app](http://www.futured.app)

**Leadspicker**

Leadspicker is a SaaS startup scouting and evaluation platform that has been recently recognized by Deloitte as one of the leading technology companies in the Central Europe Deloitte Technology Fast 50 2019 program! Our search engine scans the entire internet using multiple protocols and compares metadata and growth metrics of newly created web pages on the internet. The recognised data is being used to discover and evaluate new startups for more than 250 accelerators, corporations, government and VC funds in 36 countries, while the ML algorithm keeps learning and improving its results constantly.

[www.leadspicker.com](http://www.leadspicker.com)

**Kooperace.cz**

Kooperace.cz is enabling customer to face and solve the biggest challenges of mankind which are ahead. Their vision is to build the world’s largest ecosystem in the sector of mechanical engineering. By gathering hundreds of thousands of companies and with help of our expert teams around the Europe, we will bring outstanding synergies, which will finally boost the market and keep EUROPE no. 1 in the world.

[www.kooperace.cz](http://www.kooperace.cz)

**Motionlab**

Data driven SaaS platform that made a videopersonalization accessible and easy. Motionlab delivers unique scalable, interoperable, GDPR compliant and cloud-based solution for self-service rendering and distribution of personalized videos in high volume for cross industries and departments usage and in individual mode for business interpersonal communication, empowering the creativity with no limits.

[www.motionlab.io](http://www.motionlab.io)

**Nulisec**

Nulisec is building a tech-first wholesale marketplace for European manufacturers. Their mission is to make the wholesale community of makers and producers more accessible to businesses and their customers. That’s why they rebuilt the wholesale ordering process from scratch. Nulisec believes the old methods are cumbersome to use and don’t enable businesses to take advantage of network effects that are naturally occurring in this industry.

[www.nulisec.com](http://www.nulisec.com)

**Searpent**

Searpent is the world’s most advanced visual fraud detection system. They provide various solutions for insurance companies to help with fraud prevention and detection. They use neural networks to visually analyze insurance cases and find frauds. They focus on visual car insurance pricing, visual car accident damage estimation and insurance claim information forgery detection. They provide logo search engine, which analyses tv streams in real time and evaluates visibility of ads. The most successful use is aimed at ads’ visibility during football match.

[www.searpent.com](http://www.searpent.com)

**SmartGuide**

SmartGuide turns every phone into a personal travel guide. Our B2B2C platform provides tourist attractions and local guides with the easiest way to digitize and monetize their content. We publish it in SmartGuide, an interactive mobile app that uses geolocation, audio and Augmented Reality to guide travelers like a real tour guide. SmartGuide provides more engaging and convenient tour-guiding experience to travelers than traditional guides and revolutionizes the way people experience new places, cultures and traditions during their travels. SmartGuide is the Lonely Planet of the 21st century!

[www.smart-guide.org](http://www.smart-guide.org)